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The Functional Law of the iterated Logarithm for 
von Mises Functionals and Multiple Wiener Integrals 
HEROLD DEHLING * 
Universitiit Giittingen, Giittingen, West Germany 
Communicated by the Editors 
We prove a functional law of the iterated logarithm (FLIL) for m-variate von- 
Mies-functionals and CJ-statistics, thereby extending the bounded LIL, recently 
established by Dehling, Dcnker and Philipp. Using an almost sure invariance 
principle for von-Mises-functionals this result also implies the FLIL for multiple 
Wiener integrals. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let h: R” + R be a measurable map and X,, X,, . . . a sequence of 
independent random variables with common distribution function 
F(t) = P{X, Q t}. Let F, denote the empirical distribution function of 
x *, . . . . A’,. The m-variate von Mises Functional with kernel h is defined by 
V,,(h)=n”j.-.jh(x ,,..., x,)d(F,-F)(x,)-..d(F,-F)(x,). (1.1) 
Von Mises functionals are the multilinear forms appearing in the Taylor 
expansion of differentiable statistical functionals. For details of this as 
well as for the asymptotic distribution of V,(h) see, e.g., Denker [3] and 
Serfling [ 51. 
In two paper Dehling, Denker, and Philipp [l, 21 recently established 
the upper half of the law of the iterated logarithm for V,(h). In addition 
they could prove an almost sure invariance principle, approximating V,(h) 
by multiple stochastic integrals with respect to Kiefer processes. In the 
bivariate case they could also prove the lower half and identify the constant 
in the LIL. This was obtained using the spectral decomposition for the 
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Hilbert space operator associated with the kernel h(x, y), a method restric- 
ted to the bivariate case. In this paper we shall identify the constant in the 
LIL for any dimension m and even give a functional version of this result. 
Using the almost sure invariance principle we obtain as a corollary the 
functional law of the iterated logarithm for multiple stochastic integrals 
with respect to Kiefer processes. 
Using the quantile transformation F-‘(t) = inf{x:t;(x) 2 t} we can 
represent Xi as F- ‘( V,), where (V,)p”, , is a sequence of independent 
random variables, uniformly distributed on [0, 11. Changing the kernel to 
h(F-‘(u,), . . . . Fe-‘(u,)) we may therefore assume that (X,)pU,, is uniformly 
distributed on [0, l] and h: [0, 11” + R. 
For any p 2 1 the norm for kernels is defined 
Ilhllp=C {I: “‘1’ IhQtxl, ...9 xy)lp fi dxi}“pt (1.2) 
Q i= 1 
where CQ denotes the sum over all partitions Q of { 1, ,.., m}, q is the 
number of sets in Q, and h, is defined by hQ(x,, . . . . x,,) =h(y,, . . . . y,), 
where yi = xk, if in Qk. By L,(m) we denote the space of all kernels h with 
IIMp< co. 
DEFINITION. h E L,(m) is called degenerate, if for all i = 1, . . . . m 
I ‘h(x(, . . . . x,) dXi = 0. 0 
For degenerate h we have the following representation of V,,(h) as a sum 
of h(X,,, . . . . X,) over all possible sets of indices 1 < ii, . . . . i, < n: 
V,(h) = C h(Xi, 3 ...y Xi,,,). (1.3) 
lGil....,i,<n 
Whether h is degenerate or not, the r.h.s. of (1.3) is generally taken as 
definition of a von Mises statistic. 
Any kernel hE L,(m) has a decomposition as a sum of degenerate 
kernels h,: [0, 11’“’ +R, Jc (1, . . . . m}, the so called Hoeffding decom- 
position: 
W ,r . . . . x,) = 1 hAn.,(x1, . . . . 4) + c. (1.4) 
J ‘JH,,“’ 
Here zJ is the projection from R” z R~‘s-.~ m) onto RIJl z RJ. This expan- 
sion is orthogonal with respect to m-dimensional Lebesgue measure on 
[0, 11”. Again, for details see, e.g., Serfling [S]. For abbreviation we 
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denote the highest order term in the expansion, h,,, . . . ..). by h*. Actually 
h* may be written 
h*(x, )...) x,)= I-. lh(y, )...) 1 i ym)d(6.~l(yl)-y,)...d(6.~,(ym)--ym). 0 0 
(1.5) 
Except for the highest order term every function in the expansion (1.4) 
does not depend on at least one coordinate xi, 1~ i < m. Thus the multiple 
integral on the r.h.s. of (1.1) vanishes for each of these functions and we 
find 
V,(h) = V,(h*). (1.6) 
Let D[O, l] be the space of all functions f: [0, 11 + R that are right 
continuous and have left limits, endowed with the sup-norm [/.[I. We shall 
consider the a.s. behavior of the following D[O, II-valued random elements 
.q( t) := (2n log log n) -m’* V,,,,(h). (1.7) 
For m = 1 and h E L,( 1) we get from the classical result of Strassen [6] 
that 
z;(t) = (2n log log n) I’* 1 (h(X;) - Eh(X,)) 
is [nt] 
is as. relatively compact and has the set of limit points: 
KS = x E C[O, I] : x is absolutely continuous, x(0) 
=Oand ’ (a(t))‘dt<Varh(X,) s 0 
(1.8) 
The appropriate limit set for Z,h in the general case is 
DEFINITION. For a kernel h E L,(m) we define the subset of C[O, 11: 
K,,= x(t)=~~...~~h*(x,,...,x,)Jb’rcx,,~)d~. ... 
s) dsdx, .--dx,: 
SI ; ;f(x,s)dsdx,l}. (1.9) 
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Let (S, d) be a metric space. For x E S and A, B c S we define 
d(x, A)=inf{d(x, y): yeA} and 
d(A, B)=sup(d(x, A),d(y, B):.~EB,~EA}. 
If (x,)2=, c S, A c S, we write x, + A iff 
d(x,, A) + 0 as n + co and the set of limit points of (x,), equals A. 
Note that if (x,);= i c S is relatively compact with set of limit points K, 
then K is compact and x, + K. 
THEOREM 1. Let hEL,+5( )f m or some 6 > 0. Then almost surely (.Zl)F= 1 
is relatively compact and Zk + K,,. 
I do not know of any representation of the limit set Kh for general m, 
which would for m = 1 reduce to the one given in the delinition of Kf. Of 
course, for m = 1 the sets Kh and K;T have to coincide. We will prove this 
in Section 3 together with some evaluations of the sets K,, for special 
kernels h. 
Using the fact that (2n log log n)Pmi2 V”(h) = Zi( 1) we can derive the 
LIL for V,(h), thereby identifying the constant in Theorem 2 of Dehling, 
Denker, and Philipp [2]. 
COROLLARY 1. Let h E L, + *(rn) for some 6 > 0. Then 
lim ;;; (2n log log n)-m’2 V,(h) 
. f(x,) dx, ..-dx,: 
s 
bf(x) dx< 1). 
Let K(s, t), 0 <s < 1, t 2 0, be a Kiefer process, i.e., a two-paremeter 
Gaussian process with mean 0 and 
EK(s, t) K(s’, t’) = s( 1 - s’)( t A t’) if s&s’. 
We want to study the path behaviour of multiple stochastic integrals with 
respect to the Kiefer process, for large t: 
1 I s ... ’ h(x 1, . . . . x,) K(dx,, t)...K(dx,, t). 0 0 
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These integrals may be defined in much the same way as the so-tailed 
multiple Wiener integrals, stochastic integrals with respect to Brownian 
motion. In contrast to the latter integrals, multiple integrals with respect to 
the Kiefer process are usually defined with diagonals included. For details 
see Denker [3]. In Dehling, Denker, and Philipp [2] the following almost 
stire invariance principle is proved (Theorem 4 and the remark following). 
THEOREM. Let h EL, + 6( ) f m or some 6 > 0. Then there exists a sequence 
(Xj)J’?=, of independent random variables, uniformly distributed on [0, 1] and 
a Kiefer process K(s, t) such that almost surely 
J’&-~O1...~;h(x ,,..., x,)K(dx,, t)...K(dx,,t)=o((tloglogt)““2). 
(1.10) 
Using (1.10) we can apply Theorem 1 to get the FLIL for multiple 
stochastic integrals with respect to the Kiefer process. 
THEOREM 2. Let h E L2 + Jrn) f or some 6 > 0. Then with probability 1, 
i 
(2n loglogn)-““‘Id -.-ji h(x,, . . . . x,) K(dx,, nt) . ..K(dx., nt), 
is relatively compact and + K,, . 
Note that this procedure is in contrast to the way an invariance principle 
is usually applied. E.g., for sums of i.i.d. random variables Strassen [6] 
established his FLIL by proving it first for the limit process, Brownian 
motion. Then he used an a.s. invariance principle to carry this over to the 
partial sum process. In the proof of Theorem 2, we reverse this procedure. 
The results obtained immediately also apply to U-statistics U,(h), which 
for a kernel h and an i.i.d. sequence (XJ are defined by 
‘n(h) = C h(Xil, .*.y Xi,,,). (1.11) 
1 < iI, . . . . im C n 
i,#ikforj#k 
Here again we may assume that the Xi are uniformly distributed on [0, l] 
and that h: [0, 11” + R. Observe that in the definition of 17, we delete the 
usual normalization (:)-*(1/m!). Let A be the off-diagonal part of [0, l]“, 
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i.e., A = {XE [0, 11”: xi # xi for all i # j} and put h, = Al,. Since the Xi’s 
have a continuous distribution, we find that as. 
Utf(h) = C hA(Xij, ...9 xi,). 
1 < iI, . . . . I, < n 
Hence using (1.3) we get for a degenerate kernel h: 
U,(h) = Vn(h,). 
Observe that the limit sets Kh and Khd coincide. One can it fact even show 
that under suitable moment conditions 
lim (n log log n))“‘2( V,(h) - V,(h,)) = 0 as. 
n-cc 
TO see this note first that V,,(h) - V,(h,) is a sum of h(X,,, . . . . Xi,) where at 
least two indices coincide. Thus one can write V,(h) - V,,(h,) as a sume of 
non-degenerate von Mises statistics of lower order (&cm). Then use the 
Hoeffding decomposition to represent V,,(h) - I’,(/?,) as a weighted sum of 
(degenerate) von Mises statistics of orders smaller than m and apply 
Corollary 1 to each of them. Rather than engaging in the tedious com- 
binatorial details of this, we note for illustration the simple case m = 2. 
Here 
Vn(h)- vn(h,4)= 1 h(Xi7 xj)= C (h(Xi, Xi)-Eh(Xj, Xi))+nEh(Xiy Xi) 
i<n i<n 
and hence lim n _ K,(n log log n)- ‘( V,Jh) - V,(h,)) = 0 as long as 
j:, Ih(x, x)1 dx < 00. 
Combining these remarks and noting that Ilh,IIP = (E Ih(X,, . . . . X,,,)IP)“P, 
we get 
COROLLARY 2. Let h be a degenerate kernel satisfying Elh(X,, . . . . X,,,)12+’ 
< co for some 6 > 0. Then almost surely ((2n log log n)-m’2UC,,I(h), 
0 < t < 1 }r=, is relatively compact and has K,, as set of limit points. 
The FLIL for non-degenerate U-statistics follows from Corollary 2 via 
the Hoeffding decomposition. The right normalization as well as the 
resulting limit set are determined by the lowest order non-vanishing term in 
the expansion (1.4). The details are left to the reader. 
2. THE FLIL FOR M.D. RANDOM VECTORS 
Our major tool in the proof of Theorem 1 will be the generalization of 
Strassen’s FLIL to Rd-valued random vectors together with a mapping 
lemma. For the convenience of the reader, we will present both results here. 
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Let (Xi),“_ I be a sequence of i.i.d. Rd-valued random vectors with mean 
0, finite second moment and covariance matrix C. Denote by Dd([O, 11) 
the space of all functions f: [0, l] --f Rd that are rightcontinuous and have 
left limits, endowed with the sup-norm. 
THEOREM 2.1. Almost surely, { (2nloglogn))‘!*Ci, Cn,3 Xi, 0~ t< l}F= i, 
is relatively compact in Dd( [0, 11) with the following set of limit points: 
Kc= X(t)=j;y(s).Ads:/; lu(r)[~*dssl), 
i 
where A is any d x d matrix satisfying A’A = C. 
If C is non-singular, there is also the representation of K,: 
XEC,[O, l]:jljr(t)C-‘(k(t))fdt<l,X(0)=O 
0 
For the special case C= Id, Theorem 2.1 follows from Strassen’s [6] 
FLIL for d-dimensional Brownian motion and Philipp’s [4] almost sure 
invariance principle for Rd-valued i.i.d. sequences. The general case follows 
from this by noting that if A satisfies A’A = C, there exists an i.i.d. sequence 
Yi, i> 1, with EY:Y, = Z, and Xi = Y,A. For a non-singular covariance 
matrix it is easy to see that the two representations of K, coincide. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (S, d) and (T, e) be two metric spaces, Kc S a compact 
set, and (x,,)F= 1 c S a sequence satisfying x, -+ K. If Y: S + T is continuous, 
then 
‘WJ + WK). 
3. THE LIMIT SET Kh 
In this section we will try to understand and motivate the limit set K,,. 
First, we will show that for m = 1 one obtains the Strassen class (1.8). Then 
we will prove Theorem 1 directly from Theorem 2.1 in another simple case, 
namely for products of l-dimensional kernels. Note that in all these cases, 
the 2 + 6th moment condition may be relaxed to a 2nd moment condition. 
FROFVSITXON 3.1. 
K,,=K,s. 
If h : [O, 1 ] + R is degenerate, i.e., jh h(x) dx = 0, then 
Proof: K,, c Kf: Let x(.) E Kh, thus x(t) = j; h(x) f; f(x, s) ds dx, where 
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!A jU(xv s))* d d s x < 1. Then x(t) is absolutely continuous and a(t) = 
sh h(x) f(x, t) dx a.e. Hence using Holder’s inequality we find 
~1(~(t))2dt=j1(~‘h(x)/(~,t)dx)2dt 
0 0 0 
6 j1 (h(x))* dx j1 j-l (f(x, t))2 dx dt <j’ (h(x))* dx. 
0 0 0 
This proves x E Kf. 
Kfc K,,: Let x(.)~Kf, thus x(0) = 0 and jh(i(t))* dt < CJ: := 
In~~~~(~~,~~~~,:~~~*~(l/~~) a(s) h(x). Then 1; jh(f(x, s))* ds dx = 
0 x x d 1. Moreover, 
j’ h(x) j-j-(x, s) ds dx =--$ lo1 (h(x))* dx fd a(s) ds = x(s). 
0 0 h 
This proves that x E K,. 
Proposition 3.1 also lends itself easily to an evaluation of Kh for m- 
dimensional kernels that are symmetric products of functions 4: [0, l] --) 
R, i.e., h(x,, . . . . x,)=4(x,). ... .4(x,). Then if jh 4(x) dx = 0, we get for 
XEK,,, 
= (y(t))“, 
where y E K4 = Kg, i.e., !A( )‘)* ds < Jk(&s))* ds. 
This is, of course, exactly the result we have to expect from a com- 
parison of Theorem 1 with a direct analysis of the limit set of Zt using 
Strassen’s theorem. Namely, (2n log log n)-m’2Vr,l,(h) = ((2n log log ,)-I’* 
Ci< [nr] 4fxi)) m and Strassen’s theorem combined with Lemma 2.1 implies 
that this sequence is almost surely relatively compact and that the limit set 
is the set of all functions x(t) = (y(t))“, y E Kz. On the other hand, by 
Theorem 1 the limit set is Kh. Hence Kh = {x(t) = (y(t))“, yc Kg). 
For non-symmetric products h(x,, . . . . x,) = Qr(x,) . . . dm(xm) we need 
the following corollary of Theorem 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 4i: [0, 1 ] + R, i = 1, . . . . m, be degenerate, square 
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integrable one-dimensional kernels and let (Xi),“, , be a sequence of indepen- 
dent random variables, uniformly distributed on [0, 11. Then 
i 
(2nloglogn))‘/* 
( 
1 #i(X,), . . . . C C$ (X.) O< t < 1 
i<nr i<nr WI ’ )’ ’ ’ IIF-1 
is a.s. relatively compact and has the following set of limit points: 
Sf ; ; (f(x,s))*dsdxdlj. (3-l) 
Proof: Let us first assume that @,(X1) c$~(X,)=S,, i.e., that the 
random vector Yi= (#,(Xi), . . . . d,(Xi)) has covariance matrix I,,,. Using 
Theorem 2.1 we find that the limit set of (2n loglogn))“* CiGCntl Yi 
equals K,={xEC,,,[O, l]:j~/~~1*dtil, x(0)=0}. Let xEK,:If x(t)= 
(x,(t), ...Y x,(t)), define f (x, S) = Cy! i tii(x) n,(s). Observe that 
1: I,’ (f (x3 s))* dx h = z Ji 1: #i(x) #j(x) a,(s) ij(S) dx ds 
= ~ f~ (~j(S))* ds= 5: lla(S)II* ds ~ 1 
and 
j’ tjj(x) j; f (x, s) ds dx = Jb; ii(s) a3 = xi(s). 
Thus x has a representation as claimed in the proposition, 
Next, let x be represented as in (3.1): Then we get using Bessel’s 
inequality 
d (f(x, s))* dx a3< 1. 
> 
In general, i.e., if &5,(X,) dj(X,) # 6,, use the principal axis theorem to find 
a matrix A and functions $r, . . . . $, such that (~#i, . . . . 4,) = (I++~, . . . . $,)A 
and E+i(Xi) $j(Xr) =6,. Apply the above proved result to (tjl(Xi), . . . . 
$,(X,)) and multiply by A. 
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As an application of Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 2.1 we get 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let 41 E L2( [0, 1 I), i = 1, . . . . m he degenerate one- 
dimensional kernels and put h(x,, . . . . xm)=dl(x,). ... .#,,,(x,). Then 
(Zi)F=, is almost surely relatively compact and has the following set of limit 
points: 
Remark. Note that the last set equals K,,, so that Corollary 3.1 is 
another special case of Theorem 1. 
For the proof of Corollary 3.1 simply observe that the mapping 
Y: D,[O, l] + D[O, 11, given by Y(x,, . . . . x,) = I-IT! r xi is continuous. 
Moreover, Zf = Y(Z$, . . . . Zp), where Zt = (2n log log n))l” xi<, &JXi). 
Now apply Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 2.1. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
First we give the proof for simple kernels 
g(x, 9 ..a, x,)= f Ajqd,(Xl). ... . dih)~ (4.1) 
i= 1 
where dieL2([0, l]), i= 1, . . . . m, are degenerate one-dimensional kernels. 
Then 
z:= 2 /$(zf)m, 
i= 1 
where Z$(t) = (2n log log n)-‘I2 Ci, <n, qi(Xj). (At this point we could 
employ Proposition 3.2, but we will give here a direct proof.) Since the map 
Y: D,[O, l] +D[O, 11, defined by Y(x)= Y((x,, . . . . x,))=Cy=“=, &x7 is 
continuous, we can apply Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.1. Hence with 
probability 1, Z; is relatively compact and 
Zf+ f d,x~:x(t)=f~y(s).Ads,andS: ~[y(s)ll”dsslj, 
{ i=l 
where A is any Nx N-matrix satisfying A’A = (Eq5,(X,) di(X,)), Gi,jGN. It 
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remains to show that this set coincides with K, as defined in (1.9). Using 
Fubini’s Theorem Kg may be written as 
: x,(t) = 1’ 1’ di(x) f(x, s) dx ds, j’ j; j-*(x, s) dx ds < I}. 
0 0 
Let e,, . . . . eN be a complete ONS for a subspace of L,(dl) containing 
4 ,, . . . . c$~. Then we may assume w.1.o.g. that f(-, s)~span(e,, . . . . eN) for all 
SE [IO, 11. If we denote the inner product in L,(dll) by (., .), we find 
, :X,(t)= 2 <4i, ej> 1’ (f, ej> ds, c I1 (f, ej)‘ds< I} 
j=l 0 i=, 0 
= { f A;x~: x(t)=(S (f, ej> ds,j= 1, . . . . IV) A,; 
i=l 
Here A, is defined by (A4)j,k = ( dk, ej) and hence 
Thus we have proved Theorem 1 for simple kernels. Note that in this case 
we only need a 2nd moment condition. 
Now the general case: In view of (1.6) we only have to consider 
degenerate kernels h. Moreover, we can symmetrize h to get 
where S, is the group of permutations of { 1, . . . . m}. Observe that 
V,(h) = V,,(x) so that from now on we may and will assume that h is sym- 
metric and degenerate. 
We will now show that each symmetric and degenerate kernel may be 
approximated by a kernel of type (4.1). 
LEMMA 4.1. The set of symmetric degenerate kernels in L,+,(m) is the 
closure in the 11. 112+6- norm of the set of linear combinations of symmetric 
products of degenerate l-dimensional kernels. More precisely, if h E L2 + 6 is 
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symmetric and degenerate, then for any E > 0 there exist N > 1, At, . . . . iN E R 
and 4, , . . . . dN E L2( 1) with j’: c$~(x) dx = 0, such that 
Ax 1, ...9 xm)= 2 Aidi( ‘.’ .djCxm) 
i=l 
satisfies Ilh-gllz+a6E. 
Proof To avoid notational mess, we only consider the case m = 2. 
Let 0 <E < 1 be given. First choose measurable sets Ai, Bi with 
A,n Bi=12/, i= 1, . . . . N, and aiER such that J~~oGxcvGl) lh(x,y)- 
xi, N, a, 1 A, x B,(x, y)j *+’ dx dy < &E* + ‘. By symmetry we get 
IS ’ ’ 14x7 Y)- 1 ail,,,.,),(,,..,)(x, Y)12’6dx4~~2+6. 0 0 i<NI 
But Ci<NI ai f(A,x~,)u(~,x~,) (x, y) already has the required form, since 
1 (A,xB,)“(B,xA,)(X~ Y)= l.,“&(X) 1 A,uB,(~)- 1,&x) L,(Y)- l&4 hi(y). In 
addition we have to take care of the diagonal. Since h(x, x) E L, +J [0, l]), 
we can find big R and measurable sets Cic [0, I], i= 1, . . . . N2, with 
1(Ci)<~2+6(~+~~ Ih(x,x)l dx)p’2+b), such that 
Then 
1 &(x) lC,(y)~2+‘dxdy<~2+“. 
i<Nz 
Adding Ci~NIail(,,,.,,“(B,xAi)(x, Y) to Ci<NlbilC,(X) ~G(Y) we have 
found I,, . . . . A, E R and 4,) . . . . 4, E L,( 1) such that 
II 
h(x, Y)- i liJi(X) JAY) 
i= 1 /I 
< (3e). 
2+s 
NOW put di=Ji-Ji di(X) d x and g(x, Y) =C& 1 ni4i(x) DAY). Then a 
simple computation shows that (Cr= r liJi(x) #i(y))* = g(x, y), with A* 
defined in (1.5). Since h is degenerate we find finally that 
I/ h(x, Y)- 5 l,di(X) bi(Y) i=l II 2f6 
= 
ll( 
h(x, Y) - f d,Jdx) BAYI < 248. 
i= 1 2+6 
This ends the proof of the lemma. 
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Now let h~L~+~(rn) b e g iven. Then we can find for any E > 0 a kernel 
g = g” of type (4.1) such that (1 g - hJ/ z +6 B E. Then by Theorem 2 of 
Dehling, Denker, and Philipp [2] we have 
limsup IlZj:-Z,gII <k.E 
n-m 
(4.2) 
for some absolute constant k. Since (Zf)z= I is almost surely relatively 
compact, it follows by standard arguments that this also holds for 
(Zt);=, . A simple computation yields 
and hence 
d(Z:, K/J < d(Z;, 2;) + d(Z,g, Kg) + d(K,, K,J < k’E 
for large enough n. Combining (4.2) and (4.3) we get that every 
s-neighborhood of any point in K,, contains infinitely many elements of the 
sequence (Zi);=, . Hence the set of limit points of (Zt)F= 1 coincides with 
Kh , which finally proves Theorem 1. 
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